1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia in older individuals ([@bb0440]). In the first decade of the 21st century, mortality caused by AD increased by 71%, making AD the sixth leading cause of death in the United States ([@bb0005]). Vascular cognitive impairment and dementia (VCID), the second most common cause of dementia, has become a major public health concern because of the realization of its impact on the pathogenesis of AD ([@bb0130]; [@bb0275]; [@bb0395]; [@bb0500]). The most common form of VCID is sub-cortical ischemic vascular dementia (SIVD), which can be divided into two subtypes: Binswanger\'s disease (BD) and lacunar state. In contrast to lacunar state, BD presents insidiously and follows a slowly progressive course similar to AD ([@bb0110]; [@bb0400]). The clinical distinction between AD and BD can be challenging because of their overlapping symptoms as well as their high prevalence in elderly individuals. Therefore, additional neuroimaging features are needed to distinguish these two conditions and make the diagnosis more certain.

Neuroimaging techniques, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), structural MRI (sMRI) and diffusion MRI (dMRI) are more specific and biologically based approaches for detecting brain changes and have been widely employed to probe brain alterations in many brain diseases. White matter (WM) injury on sMRI serves as a prominent brain marker for BD, though about 30% of typical AD patients show similar lesions ([@bb0050]; [@bb0065]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0395]). dMRI assesses WM ultrastructure by quantifying diffusion of water within WM tracts. Mounting evidence has shown dMRI to be more sensitive to WM injury than T2 and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery on sMRI, detecting abnormal diffusion in radiographically normal appearing regions. A wide range of WM abnormalities in both AD and BD have been identified in dMRI studies ([@bb0105]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0220]; [@bb0285]). For example, Stahl and colleagues have found that AD patients show reduced fractional anisotropy (FA) in the splenium of the corpus callosum and the temporal lobe ([@bb0430]). FA differences between AD and healthy controls (HCs) were also identified in the bilateral posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and the bilateral superior longitudinal fasciculus ([@bb0355]). Studies also identified similar WM abnormalities in BD. A previous study demonstrated that reductions of FA in both regions of the corpus callosum, more in anterior than posterior brain regions in BD patients, suggesting axonal damage and demyelination of fibers ([@bb0175]).

fMRI measures brain activity in the gray matter (GM) by evaluating changes associated with blood flow. Investigating resting-state brain functional connectivity from fMRI provides a means for understanding the mechanisms and relevance of the functional relationships between brain regions. AD is characterized by widespread GM changes and disconnection of cortical and sub-cortical regions ([@bb0100]; [@bb0295]; [@bb0490]; [@bb0515]). The default-mode network, one of the most widely-studied resting-state networks, is significantly affected by AD. Research has shown that AD patients have decreased resting-state/task activity in the default-mode and hippocampal regions, suggesting disrupted connectivity between these regions ([@bb0095]; [@bb0225]). Studies also identified atypical functional connectivity between the hippocampus and several default-mode regions, such as medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and PCC ([@bb0425]; [@bb0480]). Hence, atypical functional network properties may provide another important biomarker of AD. A recent study combined graph theoretical approaches with machine learning methods to study the AD-related fMRI changes. They showed that three graphic metrics, clustering coefficient, local efficiency, and normalized local efficiency successfully separated patients with AD and healthy controls with 100% accuracy ([@bb0295]). Although it has also been suggested that resting-state fMRI may provide additional valuable biomarkers of BD ([@bb0250]), very limited studies have investigated resting-state functional connectivity in this condition.

Quantitative functional and structural brain alterations have been identified in AD and BD, but many investigations favor one data type only, leaving potentially hidden relationships between different imaging modalities undetected. Therefore, studies of multimodal features are needed to clarify disparate findings in neural imaging ([@bb0080]; [@bb0070]). During the past decade, increasing studies have used multimodal data to investigate brain changes in AD ([@bb0140]; [@bb0170]; [@bb0270]; [@bb0370]). However, these studies typically analyze each modality independently, thus still not evaluating interactions between them. Data fusion is an alternative strategy which analyzes multimodal data jointly and can effectively detect multimodal brain changes related to diseases. The multi-set canonical correlation analysis (MCCA) is one of the promising methods for the exploration of co-impairments in multimodal imaging data. Specifically, it is a data-driven method that decomposes features of each modality into spatial maps (SMs) and their corresponding canonical variants ([@bb0315]; [@bb0450]), and aim to identify co-varying brain patterns among two or more modalities by maximizing the inter-modality correlations between canonical variants. The superior performance of MCCA in achieving jointly associated multimodal components have been shown in comprehensive simulation studies ([@bb0120], [@bb0125]; [@bb0315]). Although MCCA is primarily designed to find associations in multi-modalities ([@bb0120], [@bb0125]; [@bb0315]), it is also suitable for identifying joint alterations among different modalities in diseases ([@bb0305]; [@bb0450]). MCCA has been successfully applied in numerous studies for the exploration of diseases-related multimodal co-alterations. For example, Croitor-Sava et al. have found that the multimodal information captured by this method can contribute to the brain tumor classification ([@bb0135]). Correa et al. also showed interesting joint alterations between fMRI and gray matter volume using MCCA, with schizophrenia patients having larger functional activity in motor areas and smaller activity in temporal areas ([@bb0115]). Sui and her colleagues used MCCA to analyze three types of neuroimaging features from fMRI, sMRI, and dMRI and identified one multimodal component which is not only group differentiating but also highly correlated with the schizophrenic cognitive impairments ([@bb0460]). More importantly, their results of this joint component integrated many separated findings in single modality studies ([@bb0245]; [@bb0365]; [@bb0470]). Taken together, the MCCA method is believed to be a powerful tool for finding the potential linkages between multi-modalities and assessing the brain impairments associated with these linked components.

Though multimodal brain changes have been widely studied in many brain disorders, to our knowledge, no report has used fMRI and dMRI data fusion to investigate both commonalities and differences between AD and BD. Understanding the joint changes in different modalities related to AD and BD may advance our knowledge of dementia\'s mechanism and provide potential multimodal biomarkers for better clinical diagnosis of different dementias. Therefore, in this study, we conducted a fusion analysis to investigate correlated functional and structural brain changes in AD and BD. Results may reveal important joint brain abnormalities which cannot be detected from a single modality.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Subjects and dataset acquisition {#s0015}
-------------------------------------

Subjects were collected from an ongoing study of VCID at the University of New Mexico (UNM). In total 124 subjects received MRI scans, including 34 HCs, 18 patients with AD, 16 patients with BD, 11 patients with mixed dementia (AD+BD), 12 patients with leukoaraiosis, 8 patients dementia with Lewy bodies, 8 patients with frontotemporal dementia, 7 patients with Parkinson\'s disease and 10 patients with psychiatric disorders. HCs were recruited from the community with normal neuropsychological and neurological examinations and patients were recruited from the neurologists\' cognitive disorders clinics.

Clinical consensus diagnoses were established after at least one year of clinical follow-up. All patients met the diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM-5R) criteria for dementia ([@bb0040]). Patients diagnosed with AD presented with insidious onset of predominant amnestic disorder associated with one additional cognitive domain, following NINCDS-ADRDA clinical criteria for probable AD ([@bb0340]; [@bb0345]). In addition, they conformed to the recent biological diagnostic criteria for AD, which includes the biomarkers of the AD pathophysiologic process, low cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) Αβ~1--42~/Αβ~1--40~ and elevated phospho-Tau~181~ ([@bb0260]). White matter hyperintensities (WMH) on FLAIR MRI were analyzed by both the semiquantitative visual scale of Fazekas ([@bb0190]) and the quantitative measurement of WMH volume using an automated program (JIM, <http://www.xinapse.com/Manual/>). Patients diagnosed with BD met both the Erkinjuntti criteria ([@bb0185]) for subcortical vascular dementia and the recent consensus statement for BD ([@bb0400]). These patients had predominant dysexecutive syndrome and neurological examination evidence consistent with cerebrovascular injury. All BD patients showed extensive WMH in their MRI scans. Clinical diagnosis of BD was supported in the majority through the absence of AD biomarkers (normal phospho-Tau~181~). Subjects had been assessed with cognitive tests. Cognitive tests were administered by a trained research psychologist (JP) and trained research coordinators and scored according to standard procedures. Standardized (T) scores were calculated for each test. Average composite T-scores were calculated for five domains ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}): memory (Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-Delay, Rey Complex Figure Test-Long Delay), executive function (Digit Span Backwards, Trail Making Test B, Stroop - Interference Score, and Controlled Oral Word Association \[FAS\]), attention (Digit Span Forward, and Trial Making Test A), language (Boston Naming 60 item test, Controlled Oral Word Association \[Animals\]) and processing speed (Digit Symbol and Symbol Search, both based on WAIS-3). Research has demonstrated that objective tests should focus on multiple cognitive domains to increase the ability to detect full cognitive impairments ([@bb0055]; [@bb0195]; [@bb0325]). We believed that the use of summarized scores for different cognitive domains helps capture more reliable cognitive impairments in dementia.Table 1Participant demographics.Table 1PhenotypicHC: Mean (s.d)AD: Mean (s.d)BD: Mean (s.d)*P* value (ANOVA)Age (61 subjects)63.94 (8.19)66.4667 (8.85)67.40 (6.13)0.3253Executive (61 subjects)51.42 (4.73)44.79 (7.15)40.40 (9.08)6.38e-7Memory (61 subjects)53.25 (10.67)30.93 (9.93)47.07 (11.23)6.50e-8Attention (61 subjects)52.84 (7.49)39.80 (10.40)40.40 (10.77)6.04e-6Language (61 subjects)54.32 (7.55)42.86 (9.70)42.67 (8.40)1.52e-5Processing Speed (61 subjects)55.23 (6.55)43.42 (12.70)44.27 (9.42)7.18e-6

We included all available subjects 1) with head motion ≤ 3° and ≤ 3 mm; 2) with functional data providing near full brain successful normalization (detailed procedures are provided in the supplementary materials) for the ICA and the fusion analysis because larger samples provide more a robust and stable estimation of components ([@bb0075]; [@bb0085]; [@bb0315]). These criteria resulted in a total of 113 subjects. Only the HC, AD, and BD groups were further analyzed in subsequent statistical analyses (31 HCs, 15 patients with AD and 15 patients with BD).

2.2. Imaging parameters {#s0020}
-----------------------

Participants were scanned during the eyes-closed rest condition. fMRI Scans were acquired on a 3 T dedicated head scanner (Siemens TIM Trio). Two different head coils were employed during different stages of recruitment, a 12-channel radio-frequency (RF) coil and a 32-channel RF coil with a multi-band sequence. The 12-channel fMRI data were scanned using gradient-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) which had FOV = 240 mm, with a 3.5 mm slice thickness and 30% distance factor, a 3.75 × 3.75 mm in-plane resolution, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 29 ms, anterior-posterior (AP) phase encoding direction, and 165 measurements collected for a total acquisition time of 5.5 min. The 32-channel fMRI data were scanned using a multi-band EPI sequence which had a FOV = 248 mm, 3x3x3 mm voxel resolution, multi-band factor = 8, TR = 460 ms, TE = 29 ms, anterior-posterior phase encoding direction, and 650 measurements collected for a total acquisition time of 5 min. Data for distortion correction were collected using two additional EPI spin-echo sequences run in AP and posterior-anterior (PA) phase encoding directions. The image resolution, echo-spacing, and bandwidth of the EPI fMRI sequence and the EPI spin-echo sequence were matched.

The 12-channel dMRI sequence had 35 gradient directions, b = 800 s/mm^2^ and 5 b = 0 measurements for an acquisition time of 6 min. The b = 0 measurements were interleaved after every six non-zero b-value measurements. dMRI data were obtained in the axial direction along the AC--PC line. The FOV was 256 × 256 mm with a 2 mm slice thickness, 72 slices, 128 × 128 matrix size, voxel size = 2 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm, TE = 84 ms, TR = 9000 ms, NEX = 1, partial Fourier encoding of 3/4, and with a GRAPPA acceleration factor of 2. The 32-channel dMRI used a multi-band sequence consisting 165 gradient directions with b-values = 800, 1600, and 2400 s/mm^2^, and eight b = 0 values, uniformly distributed over the whole sphere. Data were collected axially with an approximately equal number of volumes in the AP/PA phase encoding directions. The diffusion sequence had 2 mm isotropic resolution with 72 slices, TR = 4000 ms, TE = 108 ms, and a multi-band factor, MB = 3 (13 min).

fMRI preprocessing was performed using a combination of toolboxes: AFNI3 (<https://afni.nimh.nih.gov>), SPM12 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>), GIFT4.0b (<http://mialab.mrn.org/software/gift>), and custom code written in MATLAB. We performed rigid body motion correction using the toolbox in SPM to correct subject head motion, followed by the slice-timing correction to account for timing differences in slice acquisition. Then the fMRI data were despiked using the AFNI3 3dDespike algorithm to mitigate the impact of outliers. The fMRI data were subsequently warped to a Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template and were resampled to 3 mm^3^ isotropic voxels. All functional images were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel (FWHM = 6 mm). For the 32-channel fMRI data, additional distortion correction was conducted. A distortion field was calculated from the AP and PA phase-encoded EPI data by the TOPUP/FSL algorithm ([@bb0035]). This distortion field was then used to correct the fMRI images. This was followed by motion correction and spatial normalization steps. Based on the 6 realignment parameters, we calculated the mean of the absolute translation and the mean of the absolute rotation for the selected subjects. We compared these head motion parameters among groups using analysis of variance (ANOVA). The results show that there is no group difference on the head motion (translation: *p* = .1566; rotation: *p* = .2131).

dMRI preprocessing was similar for the 12-channel and the 32-channel RF coil data. The preprocessing steps consisted of a) Distortion and Motion correction and b) Quality control check. The data processing was primarily based on the FSL software (//[fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk](http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk){#ir0025}) with a custom MATLAB routine for quality check. The distortion correction methods were different for the two coils data sets. In the case of the 32-channel RF coil, the diffusion data was collected in the AP and the PA phase encoding directions. We first estimated the distortion field by the TOPUP/FSL routine based on the reversed phase encoding diffusion data. Then EDDY/FSL together with the distortion field was applied to correct for distortion as well as motion related artifacts. This ability to calculate the distortion field was not available for the 12-channel data. In this case, the FLIRT/FSL algorithm with 12 degrees of freedom, affine transformation, and mutual information as the cost function was used for motion correction by registering the images to the first b = 0 image. This was followed by a MATLAB routine which checked for signal dropout because of motion and/or the presence of excessive motion as reported by the motion correction algorithm. A subject was excluded from further analysis if it had \>10% of bad volumes. Similar to fMRI, we compared the mean of the absolute translation and the mean of the absolute rotation among groups and found no group difference on the head motion (translation: *p* = .3511; rotation: *p* = .6222).

2.3. Feature extraction {#s0025}
-----------------------

### 2.3.1. fMRI feature {#s0030}

Functional network connectivity (FNC) between components was calculated and used as the fMRI feature. Spatial GICA was performed on preprocessed fMRI data to define the regions of interest. Principal components analysis (PCA) was firstly performed on each subject to reduce subject-specific data into 120 principal components which preserve \>99% of the variance. Secondly, the first level reduced data were concatenated and then reduced to 100 principal components using expectation maximization algorithm ([@bb0180]). Thirdly, the infomax algorithm was used to decompose the second level reduced group data into 100 independent components (ICs) and estimate the group level spatial maps (SMs). ICASSO was applied on 20 ICA runs and the best-run was chosen to stabilize the estimation ([@bb0330]). ICASSO is a software package which is capable of investigating the relations between estimates from ICA ([@bb0240]). The SMs and their corresponding time-courses (TCs) were back-reconstructed based on the group SMs using a spatially constrained algorithm called group information guided ICA (GIG-ICA) ([@bb0165]; [@bb0160]). We selected a relatively high model order (number of ICs, C = 100) for the functional parcellation of brain components to probe more detailed inter-connected information of the functional regions. Using such a high model order is consistent with our previous static and dynamic FNC studies in other brain disorders ([@bb0145]; [@bb0200]; [@bb0205]; [@bb0380]; [@bb0375]).

After obtaining subject-specific SMs and TCs of all ICs, one-sample *t*-test maps for each SM and the mean power spectra of each TC were computed. We chose a set of ICs that cover the majority of sub-cortical and cortical GM as intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs) for FNC feature extraction by visual inspection using the same criteria described in our previous studies ([@bb0030]; [@bb0145]; [@bb0205]; [@bb0380]). That is, those components identified as ICNs should exhibit peak activations in gray matter, low spatial overlap with known vascular, ventricular, motion, and susceptibility artifacts, and should have TCs dominated by low-frequency fluctuations ([@bb0030]). The selected ICNs were categorized into different functional domains according to anatomy and prior knowledge of their function. We defined additional hippocampal domain because we want to highlight the hippocampal regions that are typically involved in dementia studies. It should be noted that the organization of different ICNs into different functional domains is just used for better visualization of the results and does not have any influence on the fusion analysis. Before calculating the FNC between ICNs, the following post-ICA processing steps were conducted on the TCs to remove remaining noise sources: 1) detrending linear, quadratic, and cubic trends; 2) conducting multiple regressions of the 6 realignment parameters and their temporal derivatives; 3) de-spiking detected outliers; 4) low-pass filtering with a cut-off frequency of 0.15 Hz. The Pearson correlation coefficient between TCs was calculated after post-processing as the measure of the fMRI feature.

### 2.3.2. dMRI feature {#s0035}

The fractional anisotropy (FA) and the mean diffusivity (MD) maps were calculated by the DTIFIT/FSL algorithm. The FA images were non-linearly spatially normalized to an FA MNI template (FNIRT/FSL) and then this transformation was also applied to the MD images to transform them to the MNI template. This resulted in a 91x109x91 matrix with the voxel size of 2x2x2 mm for FA and MD maps. The FA and MD maps were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel (FWHM = 6 mm) before the fusion analysis.

2.4. Fusion analysis {#s0040}
--------------------

Since the data were scanned using two different head coils, before the fusion analysis, we corrected the head coil effect from the fMRI and dMRI features. Among 113 subjects used in the fusion analysis, 76 subjects (including 20 HCs, 13 AD patients, 6 BD patients, and 37 other patients) were scanned with a 32-channel RF coil and 37 subjects (including 11 HCs, 2 AD patients, 9 BD patients, and 15 other patients) were scanned with a 12-channel RF coil. A generalized linear model (GLM) was applied to the features of 31 HCs to estimate the effect of the different head coils. We used only the features from HC for the estimation to avoid confounding effects related to diseases. After obtaining the effect of head coils, we regressed out this effect from all subjects. The confounding effect of head coils was removed from each feature (FNC, FA, and MD).

Next, FA and MD feature masks were created to extract significant dMRI features for fusion analysis. That is, for the FA feature, we calculated the individual mask for each subject by setting voxels which are \>90% of the whole brain mean to 1. Next, we computed a feature mask for all subjects by setting voxels which are included in \>90% of the subjects to 1. For the MD feature, we generated a feature mask by excluding the ventricles and other possible CSF regions. The 2D FNC feature and the 3D dMRI features (FA and MD inside the feature masks) of each subject were reshaped into a one-dimensional non-zero vector and stacked one by one, forming a matrix with dimensions of subject x \[number of features\] for each feature, respectively. To make different features into the same range with the same average sum of squares, the feature matrix was normalized. We used a single normalization factor for each feature to guarantee that the relative scaling within a feature was preserved, but the units between features were the same ([@bb0445]).

The normalized features were jointly analyzed by MCCA, which is capable of characterizing the linked patterns among different features. Research has shown that MCCA can detect flexible co-occurring abnormalities from different modalities and is a powerful tool to provide additional information of brain disorders which cannot be captured in single modality analysis ([@bb0115]; [@bb0315]; [@bb0460]). The flowchart of the MCCA approach is displayed in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. MCCA is an extension of traditional CCA method which is used to find the optimal transformed coordinate system which can maximize the correlation between the canonical variants of different data features. Different from two-way CCA, MCCA is a multiple-stage optimization method which explores the linear combination of components that maximizes the correlations between canonical variants in each stage ([@bb0315]). Consistent with our previous studies, we used the modified minimum description length (MDL) criterion to estimate the number of components for each feature (FNC, FA, and MD) ([@bb0310]). The final component number for fusion analysis was set as the maximum value of the estimated component number for each feature, which maximally retains the joint information ([@bb0455]).Fig. 1Flowchart of the multi-set canonical correlation analysis (MCCA) on multiple features, which enabels capturing multimodal alterations. Step 1: extract functional network connectivity (FNC) features from fMRI data and fractional anisotropy (FA)/mean diffusivity (MD) features from dMRI data; Step 2: run MCCA method on these features. The MCCA optimizes an objective function of the correlation matrix of the canonical variants from multiple random vectors such that the canonical variants achieve maximum overall correlation. The MCCA will separate each feature into canonical variants (A~i~) and spatial maps (C~i~) and the canonical variants will have high correlations across modalities. In our present study, the feature matrix of each modality is decomposed into 26 canonical variants and 26 corresponding spatial maps (SMs), M = 26. The canonical variants represent how the components distributed in participants. AD, Alzheimer\'s disease; BD, Binswanger\'s disease.Fig. 1

2.5. Correlation analysis and group difference detection {#s0045}
--------------------------------------------------------

The association between canonical variants of paired-features was measured by the Pearson correlation coefficient. A permutation test was conducted to mitigate against overfitting. We permutated each feature across subjects and then performed MCCA on the permutated data 2000 times. Then we calculated the correlation between canonical variants to generate the null distribution. If the correlations between canonical variants of components (regressed out the group label information) from the original data are larger than 95% of the correlations between canonical variants from the permutated data, we set these components as components of interest (COIs). ANOVA was performed on HC, AD, and BD groups for each canonical variant of COIs (control covariates: age and gender). If the ANOVA results show significant group difference in canonical variants, a GLM was applied to examine the effect of diagnosis on each canonical variant of COIs (control covariates: age and gender) between pairs of groups (HC vs. AD, HC vs. BD, and AD vs. BD).

3. Results {#s0050}
==========

3.1. Spatial maps of identified intrinsic connectivity networks {#s0055}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The resulting SMs of ICNs are displayed in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. Among 100 estimated ICs, 49 of them were identified as ICNs and arranged into 8 different groups based on their anatomical and presumed functional properties: sub-cortical domain (SC), hippocampal domain (HIP), auditory domain (AUD), visual domain (VIS), sensorimotor domain (SEN), cognitive-control domain (CC), default-mode domain (DM), and cerebellar domain (CER). Our manual organization of ICNs is similar to the ordering results obtained by various empirical methods, such as spectral clustering and modularity optimization ([@bb0030]; [@bb0405]).Fig. 2Spatial maps (SMs) of the 49 identified intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs), arranged into eight functional domains. The number of ICNs arranged to each functional domain is provided. Each color in the SMs corresponds to a different ICN. Components labels and peak coordinates are provide in Table S1.Fig. 2

3.2. Feature maps of fMRI and dMRI {#s0060}
----------------------------------

We calculated FNC between ICNs as the fMRI feature and voxel-wise FA and MD maps as the dMRI features for fusion analysis. The mean FNC, mean FA and mean MD across all subjects are displayed in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. It can be observed that ICNs from the same functional domain are highly correlated with each other while ICNs from different functional domains are less correlated or even negatively correlated. We can also observe clear patterns of fiber density and myelination in WM from the FA map and the patterns of water diffusion within brain tissue from the MD map.Fig. 3Mean of functional network connectivity (FNC) feature, fractional anisotropy (FA) feature, and mean diffusivity (MD) feature across subjects. FNC is caculated by Pearson correlation coefficient between time-courses (TCs) of indepenedent components (ICs). FA and the MD maps were calculated by the DTIFIT/FSL algorithm.Fig. 3

3.3. Joint components of interests {#s0065}
----------------------------------

The number of components estimated using modified MDL was 26, 18, and 22 for the FNC feature, FA feature and MD feature respectively. Therefore, we chose *M* = 26 for fusion analysis. Although MCCA was conducted on the extracted features of interest, for the *M* = 26 case, a considerable amount of variance was still retained for each feature (95% for FNC, 98% for FA and 97% for MD). We aimed to investigate significant joint components of these three features and to explore whether the joint components discriminate between groups. Among the 26 derived joint components, the first ten components passed the permutation test (*p* \< .05, false discovery rate (FDR) corrected). After regressing out the label information from the canonical variants, we found that the correlations between the canonical variants of the first two components still pass the permutation test (*p* \< .05, FDR corrected). The canonical variants of these two joint components are significantly different between groups. The canonical variants of the first component show significant differences between AD and HC (*p =* 7.15 × 10^−4^, 0.0126, 0.0282 for FNC, FA and MD respectively, FDR corrected), between AD and BD (*p =* .0215, 0.0121, 0.0089 for FNC, FA and MD respectively, FDR corrected), and between BD and HC (*p =* .0343 for MD, FDR corrected). The canonical variants of the second component show significant differences between BD and HC groups (*p =* .0204, 4.93 × 10^−4^, 2.03 × 10^−5^ for FNC, FA and MD respectively, FDR corrected), and between AD and BD (*p =* .0071, 0.0067, 0.0022 for FNC, FA and MD respectively, FDR corrected). [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} displays the SMs of the first component, which were adjusted according to the box plots shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}. The red regions/links in subplots (A) and (C) of [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} indicate higher values in AD than in HC/BD and the blue regions/links in subplots (B) and (C) indicate higher values in HC/BD than in AD. In subplot (D) of [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, the red regions indicate a relationship that AD \> HC \> BD and the blue regions indicate a relationship that AD \< HC \< BD. Similarly, [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} displays the SMs of the second component, in which the red regions/links indicate higher values in BD than in HC/AD and the blue regions/links indicate higher values in HC/AD than in BD. For each component, the SMs are transformed into Z scores and visualized at a given threshold (\|Z\| \> 2), where the highlighted regions have relatively more contribution to this component ([@bb0315]; [@bb0450]) and are supposed to be impaired in the patient groups if the corresponding canonical variants show significant group difference.Fig. 4Spatial maps (SMs) of joint component 1 that are significantly group-discriminating. (A)-(B) functional network connectivity (FNC); (C) fractional anisotropy (FA); (D) mean diffusivity (MD). The SMs visualized at \|Z\| \> 2. The positive values in (A) and (C) represent Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) \> healthy control (HC)/Binswanger\'s disease (BD), while the positive values in (D) represent AD \> HC \> BD. The negative values in (B) and (C) represent AD \< HC/BD, while the negative values in (D) represent AD \< HC \< BD.Fig. 4Fig. 5Group comparisons of canonical variants of joint component 1 and correlations between canonical variants. Top row: boxplot of canonical variants of each feature component, with *p* values of generalized linear model (GLM) test between pair-groups(stars indicate significant group difference after False discovery rate \[FDR\] correction). Middle row: Pearson correlations between canonical variants of each feature component and p values of the permutation test. Bottom row: Pearson correlations between canonical variants of each feature component after regressing out group labels and p values of the permutation test. FNC, functional network connectivity; FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity; HC, healthy controls; AD, Alzheimer\'s disease; BD, Binswanger\'s disease.Fig. 5Fig. 6Spatial maps (SMs) of joint component 2 that are significantly group-discriminating. (A)-(B) functional network connectivity (FNC); (C) fractional anisotropy (FA); (D) mean diffusivity (MD). The SMs visualized at \|Z\| \> 2. The positive values represent Binswanger\'s disease (BD) \> healthy control (HC)/Alzheimer\'s disease (AD), while the negative values represent BD \< HC/AD.Fig. 6

It should be noted that, although the difference between BD and HC in the first component (i.e., significant for MD feature only) and the difference between AD and HC in the second component are modest, the AD and BD groups exhibit distinct alteration patterns for both components. For the first joint component, the AD and BD groups show changes in opposite directions (compared with the HC group, the canonical variants of the AD group increased while the canonical variants of the BD group decreased). In contrast, for the second joint component, the AD and BD groups generally have similar brain changes but with different degrees (compared with the HC group, the canonical variants of the AD and the BD groups both increased in FA and MD). As displayed in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, the canonical variants of different features remain highly correlated even after regressing out group labels.Fig. 7Group comparisons of canonical variants of joint component 2 and correlations between canonical variants. Top row: boxplot of canonical variants of each feature component, with p values of generalized linear model (GLM) test between pair-groups(stars indicate significant group difference after False discovery rate \[FDR\] correction). Middle row: Pearson correlations between canonical variants of each feature component and p values of the permutation test. Bottom row: Pearson correlations between canonical variants of each feature component after regressing out group labels and p values of the permutation test. FNC, functional network connectivity; FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity; HC, healthy controls; AD, Alzheimer\'s disease; BD, Binswanger\'s disease.Fig. 7

The SMs of the first component show that AD has lower FA in body, genu, and splenium of corpus callosum. No area of increased FA is observed. AD has higher MD in the medial superior frontal cortex, superior temporal cortex, and temporal pole, and lower MD in the left superior frontal cortex. Interestingly, BD shows opposite MD changes in these brain regions. The observed dMRI patterns are highly correlated with changes in FNC. FNC between the cerebellum and DM and VIS domains increases in AD while FNC involving the temporal pole, thalamus and hippocampus decreases.

The SMs of the second component show that BD has higher FA in the middle cingulate cortex (MCC), PCC, precuneus, lingual gyrus and cerebral peduncles, and lower FA in anterior corona radiata, internal capsule, and posterior thalamic radiations. Moreover, the BD group has significantly increased MD in Heschl\'s gyrus, hippocampus, middle temporal cortex, and thalamus. These structural brain changes are associated with increased MCC/PCC related between-domains FNC and decreased MCC/PCC related within-domain FNC. Thalamus and lingual gyrus involving between-domains FNC also decreases in the BD group.

4. Discussion {#s0070}
=============

In this paper, we investigated brain co-alterations from two modalities (fMRI and dMRI) across three diagnostic groups (HC, AD, and BD). To our knowledge, this is the first study to clarify AD and BD related brain changes in different MRI modalities via a functional-structural data fusion model. Note that the joint components with group-discriminating canonical variants do not mean that all regions that contribute to the component are significantly impaired. We transformed the SMs into Z scores and highlighted those regions with relatively more contribution to the components (\|Z\| \> 2), which are more likely to be impaired in patients. We found that 1) brain changes in fMRI FNC, dMRI FA, and dMRI MD are highly correlated with each other; 2) AD and BD share both similar and different (and in some cases opposite) functional and structural brain changes. The overall results demonstrate that investigating multimodal brain imaging data through fusion analysis might help to capture more brain disorders relevant information and advance our knowledge of the relationships between functional and structural abnormalities in the brain.

4.1. Distinct functional and structural brain co-alterations in AD and BD {#s0075}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SMs of the first component displayed in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} show distinct brain alteration trends between AD and BD groups. Both increased and decreased cerebellar FNC is observed in the AD group. The cerebellum is connected to many brain networks and contributes to complex brain functions, such as cognitive and sensorimotor processing ([@bb0350]; [@bb0415]). Previous studies have shown that the cerebellar functional connectivity is affected by dementias ([@bb0045]; [@bb0090]), especially AD, and such abnormalities are associated with cognitive decline ([@bb0510]). However, the findings in cerebellar connectivity are inconsistent and even contradictory to some extent, since both increased and decreased cerebellum related functional connectivity have been identified in AD ([@bb0090]; [@bb0510]). Our current study performed ICA decomposition using a high model order which can provide more detailed functional parcellation of the brain. Both increased and decreased CER related FNC is identified in AD patients, suggesting that cerebellar connectivity might have different abnormalities and the definition of the regions of interest might be a possible source of previous disparities. The superior medial frontal gyrus also shows atypical FNC in the AD group, especially with inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), which is consistent with previous findings on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) connectivity in AD ([@bb0020]; [@bb0360]; [@bb0480]). DLPFC is highly associated with many cognitive functions which are commonly affected in AD. The identified increased FNC within the CC domain might support the hypothesis that AD patients recruit more resources in the prefrontal cortex to compensate for cognitive function loss ([@bb0215]). Decreased hippocampus FNC (e.g. FNC between hippocampus and PCC) is found in our study as well, which is also compatible with the disconnection hypothesis ([@bb0480]).

Identified WM changes in the AD group are mainly located in DLPFC, temporal cortex, and corpus callosum. AD patients have significantly decreased FA in genu, body, and splenium of corpus callosum. Similar findings have been reported in previous work on AD ([@bb0155]). Atypical FA in corpus callosum has been shown to be a useful measure for monitoring disease progression ([@bb0010]). It is argued that axon loss in the corpus callosum, a region of usually high anisotropy, will result in a decrease in the FA of that region ([@bb0385]). Wallerian degeneration of these WM fiber tracts secondary to axon loss is assumed to be a major contributing factor of WM changes in AD ([@bb0065]). Our results are in line with these findings and further show that the FA changes in AD are highly associated with changes in functional brain connectivity. These associations might reveal potential relationships between WM ultrastructural damages and functional brain disconnections in dementia.

Increased MD in AD is detected in the superior medial frontal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus (STG) and temporal pole. MD is a common measure of translational diffusion, which increases in the presence of tissue damage ([@bb0435]). MD is suggested to be a sensitive marker of neurodegeneration related to AD ([@bb0235]). Previous studies have documented a wide range of increased MD in AD, especially in temporal lobes and frontal lobes ([@bb0065]; [@bb0410]; [@bb0430]). Our results demonstrate that MD can have distinct changes in different cortical regions (both increased and decreased MD were observed in the AD group), which might underlie different tissue alterations in AD. It should be noted that the temporal and frontal cortex show both functional and structural changes in the AD patients and such co-alterations might indicate responses to brain system injury to, at least temporarily, remediate network organization to maintain task performance ([@bb0060]; [@bb0215]). Another interesting observation in our current study is that AD group and BD group have opposite MD changes in the temporal and frontal cortex. Such differences between AD and BD groups suggest that dysfunction in AD and BD may be caused by distinct types of WM damage.

4.2. Similar functional and structural brain co-alterations in AD and BD {#s0080}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The results in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} show that AD and BD patients also share similar brain alterations, but such alterations are more severe in the BD group. FNC between DM and some sensory regions (e.g. regions within VIS and SEN) increases while FNC within DM decreases in the BD group. Since DM is anti-correlated with the sensory domains, the higher correlations represent the weaker negative FNC (closer to zero). In that case, the atypical DM FNC reveals the diminished connections with the DM in BD. DM and its functional connectivity are associated with aging and are also highly affected by AD ([@bb0015]; [@bb0265]; [@bb0485]; [@bb0480]). AD patients have been reported both decreased positive functional connectivity within DM and decreased negative functional connectivity (less negative, closer to zero) between DM and its anti-correlated networks ([@bb0300]; [@bb0480]). Such disconnection between DM and the other brain regions has been interpreted by decreased resting-state DM activity ([@bb0225]). The identified increased PCC-MCC FA in the current study might imply decreased DM GM activations in the patients\' groups. Therefore, the positive correlation between decreased DM FNC and increased DM FA extends the disconnection hypothesis ([@bb0225]) by showing that functional disconnections might be mediated through WM damage. Paracentral lobule involved FNC also shows significant changes (both increased and decreased FNC with different brain regions) in the BD group. Recent research has reported increased paracentral lobule functional connectivity in AD ([@bb0465]; [@bb0505]). Our results highlight that distinct FNC changes in the paracentral lobule may be more associated with dementia in BD.

AD and BD patients share similar structural brain changes in some other brain regions besides those DM regions (PCC-MCC and precuneus). Compared with the HCs, patients have decreased FA in anterior corona radiate, internal capsule, and posterior thalamic radiation. Decreased FA in posterior thalamic radiation has been widely reported in AD ([@bb0335]; [@bb0520]). Our results are in line with these previous findings and further show that BD patients have more FA changes in these brain regions, which might be associated with more severe WM damages. BD patients also show increased FA in lingual gyrus and cerebral peduncle. Lingual gyrus has been demonstrated to be highly related to age ([@bb0255]) and AD ([@bb0495]). The degraded linguistic abilities in some AD patients are reported, even before the onset of the disease ([@bb0210]; [@bb0475]). The observed atypical FA in lingual gyrus reveals that such brain damage may be common in BD patients, suggesting that BD might also result in degraded linguistic abilities.

The thalamus and middle temporal gyrus have significant increased MD, but decreased FNC between them, especially in BD patients. Increased MD indicates tissue structural damage in these regions, which might further result in alterations of structural connections between them. Previous studies have combined resting-state fMRI with dMRI to demonstrate that resting-state functional connectivity reflects a large degree of underlying structural connectivity ([@bb0230]). Therefore, damage to WM might result in both changes in MD through the loss of barriers to free diffusion ([@bb0435]) and changes in functional connectivity through the alterations of structural connections. AD and BD patients have increased MD in some other regions, including Heschl\'s gyrus and hippocampus. Hippocampus is one of the major neural structures involving episodic memory, which is severely impaired by AD and other dementias ([@bb0395]; [@bb0420]). The MD value of hippocampus is a sensitive measure of early degeneration in AD and it has great discriminating power between AD and normal aging ([@bb0280]; [@bb0290]; [@bb0320]; [@bb0390]; [@bb0435]). Our current study reveals the presence of hippocampus MD alterations in both AD and BD (although it is only significant for BD), suggesting hippocampus WM changes to be a common cause of memory impairments in different types of dementia.

5. Potential limitations and future directions {#s0085}
==============================================

In this study, we used GICA and MCCA to investigate multimodal brain alterations in AD and BD. GICA and MCCA are two data-driven decomposition approaches that identify brain components based on the co-varying patterns of the brain. One limitation of our study is the relatively small sample size of the targeted groups (HC, AD, and BD). Therefore, we have taken careful steps to maximize reliability. First, we used all available subjects, including HC, AD, BD, and the other patients in the GICA. Previous studies have shown that individual subject results are well captured within GICA ([@bb0025]; [@bb0160]). The identified ICNs in the present studies are highly consistent with previous high-model order ICA studies ([@bb0030]; [@bb0145]; [@bb0200]; [@bb0205]), indicating that the defined components are very common and not biased by specific types of brain disorders. We also provided GICA results using only the targeted groups (61 subjects) in the supplementary materials and the overall results supported our arguments that more subjects in the GICA can provide more reliable estimates and the FNC features are not biased by the other patient groups. Second, we included all subjects with good data quality in the MCCA for capturing reliable co-varying components. We performed a permutation test for identifying the components of interesting. The results showed that, although the joint components were estimated using all available subjects, significant inter-modalities correlations were observed within the target groups, even the group labels have been regressed out (passed the permutation test, FDR corrected). These results demonstrated that identified joint components capture the real inter-subjects co-variability of the targeted subjects, which is not influenced by the group labels and the overfitting of the fusion method. Third, we regressed out age, gender, and head coil effects during the analysis to remove any potential confounding effects that might have influences on the results. We view this study as the discovery phase for potential biomarkers because all the analysis in this study can be easily implemented to compute features from new coming subjects, and this provides an attractive framework going forward for leveraging and applying the identified neuroimaging features to new data.

This manuscript is based on a dataset collected from an ongoing VCID study, in which new subjects are continuously recruited. Therefore, we would like to validate our current observations using more subjects in the future. Another limitation is our current study only focused on the statistical difference among groups. Whether such group differences are valuable biomarkers for clinical diagnosis should be considered and investigated in future studies with more subjects and greater statistical power. Patients with psychiatric diseases are used in the GICA and the fusion analysis but are not investigated through statistical analysis because of the limited number of subjects (≤ 8 after subject selections). We can extend our analysis to search for potential multimodal brain alterations for psychiatric diseases when more subjects with psychiatric diseases have been recruited.

6. Conclusion {#s0090}
=============

In this study, we used a multivariate method to investigate brain co-alterations in AD and BD. This is the first study to link functional and structural brain abnormalities in different types of dementia using data fusion. The results show that patients with AD and patients with BD exhibit similar brain changes in middle and posterior cingulate cortex, lingual gyrus, thalamus, thalamic radiation, Heschl\'s gyrus, and hippocampus, but also have distinct brain alterations in callosum, some superior frontal, and temporal regions. Our current work provides evidence of both commonalities and differences in functional brain connectivity and in WM integrity between the dementia groups, and point to the use of fusion analysis using multimodal features as a powerful tool for characterizing linked alterations in brain structure and function.
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